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Corporate sharing is all the rage these days. Manufacturers are scrambling to fill the holes in
their line-ups by slapping their badges on vehicles they buy from other makers. Even highly
regarded firms like Acura are not above climbing into a cozy relationship with another marque;
witness the Acura SLX. Based on Isuzu's competent Trooper, the Acura is a marginally
spruced-up version of the same truck. This isn't a bad thing since we have always thought the
Trooper to be attractive, but it does seem dishonest. Imagine the embarrassment of the SLX
owner who thinks they got something special only to find that they are driving an Isuzu? The
SLX has a 3. It delivers capable acceleration in a vehicle this large, and this vehicle is definitely
large. Markedly wider and taller than most of its competitors, the SLX has a rear cargo capacity
capable of hauling several sheets of plywood. For , a bigger and somehow lighter engine
provides huge improvements in horsepower and torque up 13 and 22 percent over last year's
engine, respectively. And the new Torque On Demand TOD drive system replaces conventional
4- high mode for better performance on paved or slippery roads. That's plenty of improvements
under the hood, but the interior remains pretty much unchanged. A newly revised instrument
panel includes a digital odometer and trip meter. The SLX has a softer ride that results in
improved on-road manners. Off-road capability is equal to the ground-pounding Trooper but
large bumps may cause the suspension to bottom out; the price you pay for that luxurious
highway ride. Of course, very few SLXs will ever find their way off-road, unless the gravel
driveway of the local polo club counts. We know that luxurious sport-utes of today are like the
sports cars so prevalent in the mid-eighties. Designed for function but purchased for prestige,
they are seldom driven to their capabilities. With this in mind, the SLX is a fine vehicle
delivering the prestige and comfort that Acura owners have come to expect. Infiniti, Mercedes
and Lincoln have recently released their own luxury sport-utes; most of them based on vehicles
that are already in existence. This, and the bad press that the Acura SUV received as a result of
an independent consumer group's roll-over test, has made the SLX somewhat vulnerable in the
highly competitive luxury sport-ute marketplace. As a result, we've seen great lease deals and
attractive financing to move these trucks out of showrooms. If you are looking for a large,
luxurious sport-utility vehicle and aren't prone to whip-sawing the steering wheel back and forth
during your daily commute, this truck might just be perfect for you. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Acura SLX. Is it better to lease
or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And
from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments,
pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a
less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to
drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Go figure. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Acura's rebadged Isuzu
Trooper gets more power and torque, a trick new 4WD system and revised styling for Read
more. Write a review See all 12 reviews. I just love the SLX. If you're looking for a reliable car
this is it. This car has almost , miles on it and its still running great. All i've done on the car was
change the oil the brakes and tires. I read some reviews saying that this car tips over very easily
but trust me from the way i drive it I'm surprised that it hasn't tipped over yet. This is a great car
compact from outside and extremely roomy in the inside. IF acura continued the production of
this car, hands down i would have one. I currently drive a BMW but i still have the acura on the
side for emergencies and I'm happy i never sold it since my BMW only gives me problems. Read
less. Best Vehicle I have ever owned. This is the best SUV ever made. It has plenty of cargo
room, power, can actually go off road, and yet swadles the passengers with luxury. It is also
tough and durable six years later, people ask me if it is the "new" Acura SUV, as no one has
ever seen one. Still own my canary teal blue SLX, still in great shape. Great quality and
functionality. Very good quality. I wish I could say the same for my newer Volvo. Great space in
the back, nice interior, huge sunroof. All and all, I recommend highly. A used one is surely a
great value. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of
Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed
this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the SLX. Sign Up. In total, there were two
generations of this vehicle: the first, produced between and ; and the second UBS produced
between and , with a substantial refresh in Production ended in The Trooper began as a rather
basic and somewhat underpowered on- and off-road vehicle, offered only with four-cylinder

motor, four-speed manual transmission , and part-time four-wheel drive. The first generation
evolved to add both amenities and luxuries, including optional air-conditioning, power windows,
and a more powerful V6 engine. The second generation was even more refined and available in
two-wheel drive as well as four-wheel drive. The first-generation Trooper was available as a
three-door wagon or a soft top with independent front suspension. Soon, a five-door version of
the long wheelbase model appeared. The soft-top model sold slowly and did not last long. In the
Japanese market, the car was originally introduced as the " Isuzu Rodeo Bighorn", but the
"Rodeo" part of the name was soon dropped. Early engines included a 1. The four-wheel-drive
system was engaged by operating a three-position shifter adjacent to the transmission shifter.
Both Aisin manual-locking and Isuzu's own auto- locking hubs were employed. Apart from
higher power, changes to the previous engine included a Kevlar timing belt replacing the
previous chain, and a larger two-barrel carburetor. It was not a popular option because of the
low power generated, and furthermore is notorious for a weak bottom end, the connecting rods
not originally designed for the increased thermal and mechanical stress of forced induction.
Because of those problems, Isuzu North America changed to the larger 4ZE1 four-cylinder
petrol unit for and used the standard 2. In , the rectangular headlights were introduced. In , an
optional General Motors 2. Later first-generation models offered an optional four-speed
automatic transmission. Models from to were equipped with live rear axles and four-wheel disc
brakes. The turbocharged 2. All of these short wheelbase Troopers were equipped with 2.
Automatic and manual transmissions were offered. In Central America, Troopers were offered
with removable roofs and a higher wheel clearance. Powertrain options included the Isuzu 2.
The Trooper was also sold in Australia and New Zealand as the Holden Jackaroo , named after
an Australian slang term for a young man working on a sheep or cattle station. The standard
Trooper was also sold under the Isuzu nameplate in New Zealand only. Around a
two-wheel-drive version called the Chevrolet Stallion was developed there; it has the Trooper's
body on the chassis of a rear-wheel-drive Chevrolet LUV. It also has a rigid front axle instead of
the Trooper's independent design. While similar to a Trooper in many ways it was a simpler
vehicle and has bodywork partially made of fibreglass. In Venezuela was known as Caribe It
used the same 2. This also meant that all previous engine options were replaced by a 2. The
Family was discontinued in , as the next generation Korando was presented. In for the model
year, Isuzu completely redesigned the Trooper to keep pace with changes in the SUV
marketplace, making it larger, more powerful, and more luxurious. A SOHC 3. Most models still
used a part-time four-wheel-drive system, which required stopping the vehicle to engage and
disengage the front axle. Starting in model year , some Troopers came with a "shift-on-the-fly"
engagement system. It was offered as a more rugged and fuel-efficient option for towing and
heavy-duty operation, relative to the standard 3. The diesel-powered Jackaroo was available
with a five-speed manual transmission and manual front hubs only coupled to a part-time
four-wheel drive system with open front and limited slip rear differentials. The 3. The same
diesel engine was also available in the UK and other markets with a belt-driven overhead
camshaft, which developed slightly more power. After , and the introduction of the "4JX1" 3.
Around the same period, Isuzu and Honda established a working relationship [5] that saw
Honda sell a rebadged Trooper. European and Asian buyers could opt for the diesel engine
option of the 4JG2 3. A Borg-Warner torque-on-demand "TOD" all-wheel-drive system was
introduced, along with freshened styling. The grille was redesigned again for the model year.
Transmission options included a five-speed manual transmission, the Aisin AR5 [6] and the
electronically controlled 4L30E four-speed automatic. The 4l30E was fitted with both a "power"
shift feature allowing the gearbox to take better advantage of the engine's power by adjusting
the shifting nature and a "winter" mode permitting third gear starts for added stability in
slippery conditions. The suspension consisted of a fully independent torsion bar front
suspension, and a multilink coil sprung rear suspension integrated with a solid rear axle. While
US-spec Troopers came only equipped with five seats, elsewhere in the world a seven-seater
version was also offered. Optional on all models was a rear limited slip differential. In the US the
three-door RS model was sold only from to The Trooper LS and S models offered Known as the
Skyroof Edition, it came in a rear-wheel-drive configuration with anti-lock brakes, a limited slip
differential, billet-type radiator grille, and large power moonroof. Other standard options
included leather seats, wood trim, and a VCD entertainment system. It was later succeeded by
the Isuzu Alterra. The SLX omitted some of the options available on Troopers from concurrent
model years, including the manual transmission and certain engines. From to the SLX was only
available with the 3. The SLX received a restyled front end for the model year, but continued to
sell poorly and was ultimately discontinued after It is said that sales were affected by bad press
when the to models were rated "Not Acceptable" by Consumer Reports for their tendency to roll
over during testing see Rollover Controversy, below. Called the Monterey, the plate lasted until

on the continent as an Opel and from to in Great Britain, where the Vauxhall badge was used,
but it was not a strong seller and was withdrawn from sale a year before the Opel version on the
continent. The Monterey name also saw use by Holden in Australia, at first from as the top
equipment level V6 only for what was there called the Jackaroo, but later as a standalone
nameplate for the more luxurious part of the range. The second-generation Trooper received
negative press in the United States when the â€” models were rated "Not Acceptable" by
Consumer Reports for an alleged tendency to roll over under testing. Media related to Isuzu
Trooper at Wikimedia Commons. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Acura
SLX. Motor vehicle. Quattroruote: Tutte le Auto del Mondo in Italian. Milano: Editoriale Domus S.
Retrieved 2 December Sell time: ' Isuzu in Malaysia". Retrieved 25 July Auto World. Archived
from the original on 23 February Press Release. Tokyo: Honda. Retrieved 30 November
Retrieved 28 October Retrieved 27 August Los Angeles Times. The Daily Courier. Petersburg
Times. The Washington Post. Daily Union. The New York Times. Isuzu road vehicle timeline,
United States market, sâ€” A marque of Stellantis. Astra Corsa Insignia. Crossland Grandland
Mokka. Category Commons. Vauxhall Motors. Crossland Grandland X Mokka X. Corsavan
Combo Zafira Movano Vivaro. Bedford VXR. Dunstable Ellesmere Port Luton. SsangYong Motor
Company , automobile timeline, sâ€”present. Categories : Isuzu vehicles All-wheel-drive
vehicles Cars introduced in s cars s cars Mid-size sport utility vehicles Police vehicles
Rear-wheel-drive vehicles. Hidden categories: CS1 Italian-language sources it All articles with
dead external links Articles with dead external links from March Articles with permanently dead
external links Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata Use
dmy dates from March All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced
statements from April Articles with unsourced statements from May Commons category link
from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. Second generation Isuzu Trooper United States. Japan: Fujisawa, Kanagawa
Fujisawa Plant. Mid-size SUV. Subcompact car. Compact car. Florian SII. Florian Aska. Aska CX.
Large MPV. Compact SUV. Rodeo Sport. Trooper 3-door. Compact pick-up. Mid-size pick-up.
Light commercial vehicle. Geminett II. Cars Astra Corsa Insignia. City car. Agila A. Agila B.
Corsa A. Corsa B. Corsa C. Corsa D. Corsa E. Corsa F. Small family car. Kadett D. Astra F. Astra
G. Astra H. Astra J. Astra K. Large family car. Ascona B. Ascona C. Vectra A. Vectra B. Insignia
A. Insignia B. Executive car. Omega A. Omega B1. Omega B2. Luxury car. Senator A. Senator B.
Tigra A. Manta B. Tigra TwinTop B. GT Roadster. Meriva A. Compact MPV. Meriva B. Zafira A.
Zafira B. Zafira Tourer C. Mini SUV. Mokka A. Mokka B. Frontera A. Frontera B. Kadett Combo.
Combo B. Combo C. Combo D. Combo E. Bedford Blitz. Vivaro A. Vivaro B. Vivaro C. Movano A.
Movano B. PSA platform. Full-size luxury car. Chairman H. Chairman W. Korando I. Korando II.
Korando III. Korando IV. Rexton I. Rexton II. Rexton III. Musso Sports I. Actyon Sports. Musso
Sports II. Rodius I. Rodius II. Corporate sharing is all the rage these days. Manufacturers are
scrambling to fill the holes in their lineups by slapping their badges on vehicles they buy from
other makers. Even highly regarded firms like Acura are not above climbing into a cozy
relationship with another marque; witness the Acura SLX. Based on Isuzu's competent Trooper,
the Acura is a marginally spruced-up version of the same truck. This isn't necessarily a bad
thing, but it does seem dishonest. Imagine the embarrassment of the SLX owner who thinks
they bought something special only to find that they are driving an Isuzu? The SLX has a 3. It
delivers capable acceleration in a vehicle this large, and this vehicle is definitely large. Markedly
wider and taller than most of its competitors, the SLX has a rear cargo capacity capable of
hauling several sheets of plywood. Last year's revisions included a more powerful engine, as
well as the Torque On Demand TOD drive system, which replaced conventional four-high mode
for better performance on paved or slippery roads. That's plenty of improvements under the
hood, but the interior design is starting to show its age. A recently revised instrument panel
includes a digital odometer and trip meter. The SLX has a softer ride that results in improved
on-road manners, but it still handles like a tall truck. Off-road capability is equal to the
ground-pounding Trooper, but large bumps may cause the suspension to bottom out; the price
you pay for that luxurious highway ride. Of course, very few SLXs will ever find their way
off-road, unless the gravel driveway of the local polo club counts. Luxurious sport-utes of today
are like the sports cars so prevalent in the mid-eighties. Designed for function but purchased
for prestige, they are seldom driven to their full potential. With this in mind, the SLX is a fine
vehicle, delivering the prestige and comfort that Acura owners have come to expect from their
cars. If you are looking for a large, luxurious sport-utility vehicle, and you aren't prone to
whipsawing the steering wheel back and forth during your daily commute, this truck might just
be your best option. The SLX is a true off road vehicle with ample cargo space. I've used it for
hunting and for launching a boat from an unimproved ramp beach. Visability is excellent. In

spite of it's square shape is not adversely affected by cross winds. Great vehicle, rugged, and
comfortable. Great on long trips. Great in snow, and off road. Excellent fit and finish. I
purchased this with 18k miles and now have 64k, with no problems. I like it better than the MDX.
I drive my vehicles at least k and feel this one will make it with no problem. Still very tight, and
wearing well. Bought my 99 Acura used with XXX miles. I absolutely love everything about it.
Decent mpg, roomy and very comfortable for the whole family. Had never even heard of them
until I seen it sitting on the lot and it was love at first site. Family likes the visibility and cargo
space this vehicle offers. Center console can be a challange due to controls being too
accessable to accidental engagement. Otherwise we like it. Write a review. See all 6 reviews.
Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Acura SLX and all its trim types.
Overall, Edmunds users rate the SLX 4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through
aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in
our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior,
exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a
comprehensive understanding of why customers like the SLX. Edmunds experts have compiled
a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Acura SLX and all model years in our database.
Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the SLX featuring deep
dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds
also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive
reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial
team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles
through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail to their
competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different ways
people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families and
our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want
to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of car
you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Acura SLX. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price
paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. It's not really an Acura. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Sponsored cars related to the SLX. Trending topics in reviews off-roading
comfort spaciousness value fuel efficiency safety driving experience. Most helpful consumer
reviews 4. People who viewed this also viewed 4. The Edmunds experts tested the SLX both on
the road and at the track. And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine
whether the Acura SLX is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come
from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the SLX. Look for specific complaints that
keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the SLX's average consumer rating to
that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Acura SLX
is a good car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be
factors in determining whether the SLX is a good car for you. Check back soon for the official
Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other versions include: Learn more.
What do people think of the Acura SLX? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Acura SLX and all model years in our
database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team
of expert car reviewers. Can't find a new Acura SLXs you want in your area? Consider a broader
search. Why trust Edmunds? Check out Acura lease specials. Sign Up. It looks like you're new
here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or
Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:.
What Edmunds Says Pros. January in Isuzu. I was wondering if anyone else is having issues

with their Torque on Demand systems going into 4WD. December No such animal LOL Are you
referring to the actuator inside the T case, or one of the sensors on the outside of the T case,
etc. Charles Isuzu. Ask for Merlin there, although any parts guy will help you. They ship from the
distributor and it is fast. I have used both. I think you will have a tough time finding new at
better prices, and used are tough unless you live near a parts yard, etc. Good luck. February I
am a new trooper owner with a that I can not get the TOD to engage. The auto light continues to
flash but the front wheels never engage. Can you put manual hubs in this? It is likely your front
actuator for the 4wd. March It looks like this seems to be an issue with mine as well My wife is
hounding me to get it done because of all the snow we have been getting this winter. Just had
my 02 Trooper in and the TOD light was blinking. Not many Izusu people left in my area so I
don't have many choices. I want someone who knows what they are doing!!! I will have k on it in
a few weeks. This is my third Trooper , I had a 86 and Is this the going rate , I use the unit for
surf fishing and driving on to the beach. I also have to replace the rear brakes and rotors for
There goes my tax rebate!!!! Thanks GW!!! May Mike paisan Trooper, bought new, 60, miles.
Always maintained. Where exactly is the actuator for the 4wd? My Trooper will not go into 4wd,
but I can hear the mechanism "trying" to engage when I push the dash button. Light flashes,
does not go on full-time. At city speed, if I press the dash 4WD button I can hear a slight
"cli-click" from front axle area. Then, when I hit the dash switch again to "disengage" , I hear a
slightly different sounding "click clunk" and the dash 4WD indicator stops flashing and goes
out. Is this a vacuum actuator issue, or could it be the little "fork" just inside the end of the axle
that engages the front axle is not sliding properly? If you can point me to any good repair
instructions, that would be great! June Actuator is on the front axle. This is NOT your problem.
Problem is more than likely the speed sensors on the transfer case. These send signals back to
the computer to indicate slipage in either the front or the rear to engage or disengage the clutch
in the front. These things are a pain in the rear, and very expensive. They are no different from
speed sensors on many cars, and cost more than the sensors on my last Porsche. If you have a
dealer fix, they will usually only replace them both at a cost between 1, to 1, and going up every
day since it is so hard to get at them. Meaning one could and probably is good. They also have
to reset the codes, which you have to have the special software to do as well, so this is not a
weekend mechanics job, and easy to mess things up. BUT, there are so many things that can go
wrong, it is impossible to diagnose yourself, and even the dealers that are left are taking the
code and replacing all sensors instead of the one that is out. All of the good Isuzu mechanics
are working for other dealers now which have more cars coming through. When you press 4
wheel on the dash, a solinoid is sent a signal that changes the vac preasure at the front axle,
which locks the front wheels to the shaft. It then puts the computer in motion to look at signals
from the various sensors to apply the clutch in the transfer case to add power to the front
wheels when they begin to spin. It uses a speed sensor at the output shaft of each side to
indicate what is happening. If one of those sensors goes out, then the computer can't calculate
when to engage the clutch and will begin by the TOD not starting at all. It is possible that the
computer got confused and needs to be rebooted by clearing the code, or removing the battery
cable for 30 min. If the system does not work still, it will eventually go into check mode and they
system will stop functioning all together. This is also the case when some people have it get
stuck in locked mode, then turn it off. Signals are wrong to the computer, so it quits. Same with
the clutch. But most of the time, it seems that the speed sensors on the output shafts are the
failure point, which is hard to believe somthing so solid state would go out. Bad design, just as
the piston rings, but that is another story. I wanted 4 wheel, but TOD was just cutsy to engage
when there is a little snow or ice on the ground and you want the front wheels to kick only when
the back start to spin. So, you decide if you want to pay over a grand for cutsy or just bypass
the computer and engage it when you want 4 high. Just have to be careful on dry roads with it.
Google an article on planetisuzu for converting to lock 4 wheel. When my sensors went out, I
bypassed the system to lock the clutch in when I put it in 4 wheel drive. September Regarding
the comment above, "They also have to reset the codes, which you have to have the special
software to do. To reset the codes, all you have to do is ground the 8 pin on the diagnostic link
connector, located just to the left and slightly below the steering wheel on my Trooper under the
pop-open cover, and then follow a few simple reset steps. The 8 pin is the lower left pin. For
orientation, the lower right is 1, lower left is 8, top right is 9, and top left is This appears upside
down in many manuals, so how can you check to ensure you have the 8 pin? If you are shorting
the 8 pin, you will see one flash of the "check" light, followed by two successive flashes 1 and 2
equals code It will do this 3 times. If you want to see what other codes are in memory, continue
to keep the 8 pin grounded. If you see one flash, followed by 3 successive flashes Code 13 , it
indicates a circuit is shorted to ground. Ground terminal 8 again of the diagnostic link
connector. The TOD indicator will display the 4L indication all front and rear indicators are

illuminated each time the brake pedal is pushed. A confirmation is provided by displaying only
the normal check DCT 12 indication. So, based on the codes above, this is not completely
"impossible to diagnose yourself" as stated in the earlier post. In my opinion, the front and rear
speed sensors probably should be changed at the same time since they are wired together
inside the same terminal connector block M which is located on top of the transfer case and a
real pain to get to. With the faulty speed sensor, I could not get full torque in HI, but a little extra
pull was better than nothing at all. October This is my first visit back to the forum since posting
I forgot to turn on the email reminder to let me know there was mail. It makes me a bit peeved at
Little Mr. Isuzu and his weak mechanisms I was reading about it in the manual, and although I
have shift on the fly 4x4 dash switch I don't think mine is equipped with TOD. I can then start
the car in the morning and it will engage. I believe 98 and earlier were standard 4x4 push button
with full engage with TOD becoming the standard in ' There may have been a few in '99's
without TOD. The TOD indicator is visible on the left-side of the insrument cluster and displays
a progressive indication of torque application, using 3 bars. At low torque transfer to the front
wheels, only the first bar is illuminated; more torque transfer results in additional bars being
illuminated. If you do not have these, you do not have TOD. November Thanks 'hiprollc' OK,
good news for me I have NO progressive bars on the dash, just that little 4x4 icon that lights up
when 4x4 is fully engaged or, in my case, mockingly flashes at me when I press the dash switch
and says "ha ha, I'm not going into four wheel drive for YOU, buddy! If I engage the 4x4 switch
in the morning after the vehicle has been sitting all night, the 4x4 MIGHT engage and operate
normally. Now and then I can get it to engage when I press the 4x4 switch with the engine OFF
and then starting it. When the front axle DOES decide to engage, it runs fine Sorry about the
slow and late responses, just don't spend much time on the computer anymore. Did you buy
this vehicle new and these issues just start or did you buy it used and it was like this when you
bought it? With all your codes, I wouldn't know where to begin. By the way, once you reset the
codes and then restart the vehicle or even go back to the ON position, the sensors will
immediately return all the codes unless you have corrected the problem. So, when you get an
item fixed, you can reset the TOD ECU and that code should not reappear; if you don't fix it, the
code immediately returns. January I was just seaching for a place to post this same exact
thing!!! I am so frustrated!!! We haven't had snow all winter, finally when we get it, I can't get
back up the hill as I have no 4WE. That light on the TOD display flashes red. I read in the owners
manual that we should not drive the car in this situation. I drive a model. Anybody else? I had
same issue and took to a trans shop. Started to talk to the guy and we became friends. He told
me that the tod works with vaccum, and it unplugs, you can look at the front diff, there is a plate
that cover a vacuum diaphrame and one of the hoses may be disconnected. That's what
happened to my trooper. Can anyone tell me if their is a difference in the 3. I'm having fuel
economy problems and don't know where to begin. Thanks Claudiok! I will have the vacuum
hose checked. I appreciate it! Hopefully it will not be an expensive repair. Best of good fortune
in 09! Maybe no big problem, but Could this be a bulb or something in the switch? Light actually
stopped working before differential was changed and months after transmission was rebuilt.
Any suggestion welcome. Thanks, sparky I have a similar problem. It does not matter if TOD
auto is on or off. Problem exists either way. I can hear and feel the 4WD kick in. If I am breaking
and the speed drops below 40mph then the 4WD disengages and goes back to original setting.
Could this be a vacuum problem? Others have said there is a breather on the transfer case, and
that if the diff lock comes on while driving it could be the breather is blocked, causing some
sort of pressure or vacuum inside the diff that activated the diff lock. The guy at the trans shop
is puzzled, he thinks it is something electrical, perhaps a feedback sensor that passes through
the trans that is telling the computer the rears are slipping and to go into full 4WD. Any help is
appreciated. Thanks for the help. I will try that tomorrow. The 4 wheel drive works fine it's just
that the light no longer shows how much torque is going to the rear wheels. The light was okay
till I had the wheel bearing on driver side replaced. The new tranny and differential seem to be
fine, but the light bugs me! After spending so much I guess I just want everything to work. Glad
to have help from someone with same trooper. Not many here in Connecticut. Thanks again Hi
When I push the Torque on Demand button on the dash of my Trouper instead of the display
going to Auto and everything turning green, I get a red error where it usually would show Auto.
Does anyone have any thoughts as to what is no working correctly? Thanks for any of your
help. I've got a '98 Trooper with TOD. Several times lately, it has "paused" while on a bumpy
alley -- it didn't completely die, but the POWER, etc. Once it died, but restarted once I shifted to
Park. About an hour and a half ago, it did the 'pause', but kept running. Ten minutes later, it
died, would not restart, and the TOD Check light came on and flashed. I coasted down to a
parking spot and walked home to do a little research. I'm going back to see if I can find loose
hoses or wires around the transfer case and to pull the battery cable. And what I can do about

it? Oh yeah -- about three months ago, the transmission died no second gear and I had a used
one put in. This happened out on the boonies and the transmission mech said he couldn't get
rebuilds, so to go with the used one. It's been a little cranky about shifting into Park ever since.
Maybe something wasn't installed as tight as it should have been? Thanks for any advice. April
Tod check light on my Trooper flashes codes 13, 14, and Bought a shop manual on CD. Shorted
pin 8 on C to ground and generated aforementioned trouble codes. Presumably, the code 13
reference short circuited to ground is causing the other 2 speed sensor codes. Disconnected
wiring harness from TOD control unit and read direct short to ground on pin 15 of plug B The
connector between H and B is H I have practically torn the car apart looking for this connector.
The parts location page in the manual is of little or no help. All suggestion are welcome. I have
just replaced the second transmission in two years. I am presuming that someone pinched a
wire during the process causing the TOD short circuit issue. I have a isuzu trooper and for some
reason my dashboard is making this clicking noise and the battery light brake light and other
lights come on. Then when the clicking starts my sensors to show if i am over heating or if the
battery voltage is low starts to go back and forth like crazy. Can someone please tell me what
that is and how to fix it. I am just hoping that i am not on the freeway driving and my car stalls
because of this problem. July I think my car is stuck in 4 wheel drive. I got in the car today and
the Torque on demand rear wheels are lit up green, I have no idea how this happened or how to
fix it. Whenever this happens to me, it's because I hit the AUTO button on the dash instead of
the Hazard 4-way flashing lights button that is right next to it. I just bought a Trooper with 95K
miles on it. I read a bunch of the posts here and figured it was the VSV like others have talked
about. The Blue swich was broken so we replaced both of them. The problem is still the same. If
you have the 4wd shifter in 4 wheel high truck drives fine. Can't get it to shift into 4 wheel low
but if you put the shiter into Neutral I assunme this is correct the truck is literally in neutral no
matter what gear the column shifter is set for. I am about to lose my mind with this thing Can
any one help me with this? The speed sensor I read about? Also the ABS light is lit, could that
have any significance? Just to follow up: I replaced a relay and got the Trooper started, but it
kept acting funny and finally died. I had it towed to a shop where they said that the battery had
overflowed don't think so, cause it was fairly new and I had just washed off some corrosion and
the fuse box was badly corroded. They cleaned and rewired the fuse box and replaced the
battery and the Trooper has run fine ever since. The first thing is when it is in 2wd the rear
wheels on the TOD display blink instead of being permanently lit all the time. When you hit the
TOD button the auto light and the front wheels light up on the display and the check light goes
off. Then the second thing is when you engage the AWD and drive for a few minutes you feel a
clunk and the AWD dis-engages and the light on the front wheels of the display go out and the
auto light starts flashing and the check light goes on. If you stop the car the AWD will engage
again for a few minutes then you feel that clunk again and it dis-engages again. Does anyone
know what is going on here and can help me with this problem. WInter is almost here and I
basically have a 2WD car now. Thanks, Bill. I have a Trooper with k miles and the front wheels
will not engage when the 4WD button is pushed. The shifter seems to do it's job, but nothing
will get the front wheels turning. I would love to think it's a vacuum hose, but I really don't know
and am looking for hints. Hello, I have a trooper and these same codes and am very curious if
you have solved your problem. I am having trouble locating the connectors to do check flow 6.
Any help is greatly appreciated! I am having the same issue with my 99 trooper. I tried clearing
the codes, and they came right back. Were you able to solve this? Hi Christien yes I was able to
fix the problem. We had to change the wire harnesses. They were caroded with power steering
fluid that has started to melt away the wire over time. Mabey you should check your wire
harness and see if they are ok because once I fixed those, there were no more blinking lights.
And if that is the problem, I would not suggest finding them used, and they are very hard to find.
I have a number to a dealer that sell them brand new Isuzu Auto Parts I wish you look and let me
know if that was the problem. Because my car runs great now. Boottmill, I have the same
problem with my Trooper. I had Dionostic test done by the dealer for There is a front and rear
sensor. They want to replace the sensor for dollars a sensor. How did you solve your problem? I
changed the wire harness and that was the problem. Also if you have not done the transmission
oil on the car it will jerk on take off. You have to change the whole kit which i recently had done
because it would jerk when I stepped on the gas so I would have to take off slow in order not to
jerk. But when I changed the kit that solved the problem. I changed most of my sensors and
those were not the problem. So try those 2 solutions first and see if that works for you. On my
98 Acura SLX, the 4WD High will engage at speeds under 35mph a
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nd work fine, but at speeds above that level, there is a loud, grinding sound and difficulty
steering until the 4WD button is punched off, at which time it goes back to 2WD. This problem is
the same whether engaging initially at a higher speed or engaging initially at a lower speed and
then gradually increasing to a higher speed. Any ideas? Thanks much. Can i continue to drive
with this light blinking and also how do i manually check for codes. When i put it into the
neurtruel position 4wd the truck does the same do i have to drive it in one or the other high or
low? Any feed back is appreciated. My red check light also keeps flashing while driving is it safe
to keep driving? I did virtually nothing, but jiggled about 5 wires and twisted 2 plugs to make
sure they were tight in their recepticles. These were under the rider's side of the Trooper,
toward the end of the tranny. Then started the engine, and the check light went out, and has not
blinked since. Sign In or Register to comment.

